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Abstract

Globalization has resulted in a deeply interdependent international system. Strategists and policy makers must understand globalization and its effects on multiple aspects of social interaction in order to provide well informed national security policy recommendations. Of particular importance is globalized economics. A nation’s economic strength is the foundation of its national power and lends credibility to the diplomatic, military and economic actions and policies a nation undertakes in the international environment. A nation’s weakening economy will inevitably lead to a loss of national power and to a declining influence in the international system. Given the stagnant United States economy and the dynamic growth in emerging economies around the world, most notably China, how should the United States respond in order to maintain its position of leadership in the international system?

This research paper examines the nature of economic globalization, the shift from a unipolar to multipolar international environment, and the potential impact on United States’ national security. It draws its conclusions from an extensive review of current literature covering globalization, political economics, and grand strategy. It examines William Scheuerman’s four characteristics of the globalization phenomenon, globalization’s effect on economics, and the interrelatedness of economic vitality and national strength, and concludes that a liberal internationalist approach is the best path forward for United States grand strategy. Because of interdependency brought about by globalization, cooperative global governance must replace the coercive democratization approach the United States has followed over the last decade. If pursued with the same vigor the United States demonstrated in Iraq and Afghanistan, the United States can rebuild its economic foundation and ensure a peaceful transition to a multilateral world order.
Introduction

The intensification of economic exchange…and the pressures for marketization are changing the nature of state power and state capacity, affecting the balance of power between states.¹

Globalization has changed, and continues to change, the international environment. In order to develop a coherent and relevant grand strategy, strategists must understand globalization and its effect on multiple aspects of social interaction. Nowhere is this more important than with economics. A nation’s economic strength is the foundation of its national power, and national power lends credibility to the diplomatic, military and economic actions and policies a nation undertakes in the international environment to ensure its security and prosperity. In simple terms, power and influence follow money. Consequently a weakening economy leads to declining international influence.

Given that backdrop, when comparing the current condition of the United States’ economy and the dynamic growth China has experienced with its economy over the past decade, several questions come to mind. Does economic globalization present a significant national security concern? Is it possible to manage the rise of emerging powers and develop cooperative power sharing relationships between responsible global actors? How should the United States deal with China’s rise as a global actor? How does the United States’ approach to China inform grand strategy writ large?

This research paper proposes that the way forward with United States – China relations is to pursue a liberal internationalist approach and deepen economic ties. Moreover, this liberal approach should be extrapolated to grand strategy writ large in order to bring America’s actions in line with its proclaimed liberal democratic values and to ensure a peaceful transition to a multipolar world order.
Methodology

This research paper examines the nature of economic globalization and the potential impact on United States’ national security, drawing its conclusions from an extensive review of current literature covering globalization, political economics, and grand strategy. Globalization has diverse definitions thus the paper begins by establishing a common frame of reference using William Scheuerman’s four characteristics of the globalization phenomenon. After establishing a common frame of reference, the paper focuses on globalization’s effect on economics. Turning to the subject of national security, the next section examines the interrelatedness of economic vitality and national strength. Because of China’s growing influence in the global economy, and its current and latent military power, the paper examines China’s economy with that of the United States and provides a pragmatic approach to US – Chinese economic relations. The paper then parses lessons learned from the examination of US – Chinese relations and applies them to United States grand strategy writ large. The paper concludes by reflecting upon the implications such an approach has on sovereignty.

The Globalization Phenomenon

Failure to account for the influence of globalization will make it increasingly difficult to understand changes in the balance of power, prospects for war, and strategic choices embraced by states.3

Precisely articulating a definition of globalization is difficult. “Books on the topic of globalization often carry a tone of apology for not being able to offer a precise and generally agreed-on definition.”4 This paper uses four fundamental characteristics of globalization that William Scheuerman identified following his examination of recent developments in social theory: deterritorialization, interconnectedness, velocity of social activity, and multi-pronged process. The following section summarizes and expands upon his discussion.5
Deterritorialization – Globalization decreases the barriers of distance to social interaction, thereby allowing social intercourse regardless of geographic location. The span of that social interaction ranges from a simple event such as staying in touch with friends and family across the globe to billion dollar transactions among financial institutions. As Scheuerman states “territory in the sense of a traditional sense of a geographically identifiable location no longer constitutes the whole of ‘social space’ in which human activity takes place.”

Interconnectedness – The decline of geographic constraints to social interaction is directly attributable to the advent, proliferation, and continuous improvement of affordable mass communication. Satellite links and the internet allow an unprecedented level of global interconnectedness.

Velocity of social interaction – Satellite links and the internet also enable near real time communication. The influence of distant events of one actor in the international system on another happens almost instantaneously.

Multi-pronged process – Globalization cuts across all social interactions. “The multidisciplinary and multifaceted nature of globalization is obvious from its economic, financial, business, political, technological, environmental, cultural, educational, international relations, and national and international security-related dimensions.” Moreover, because interconnectedness is a core component of globalization, the disciplines themselves are inextricably linked. Thus one cannot speak of international security without accounting for political, economic, and cultural considerations.

It is critically important that strategists and policy makers understand the fundamental nature of globalization. Geographic separation is losing its significance as near real time mass communication connects events from one side of the globe with nations and publics on the other
side. This phenomenon should drive one to consider state and public reaction prior to implementing a policy or taking an action. This interconnectedness should also drive one to consider second and third order effects prior to implementing any policy in order to minimize unintended consequences. Nowhere is this more important than in the economic aspect of globalization.

**Economic Globalization**

> *Globalization is often thought of first and foremost as an economic phenomenon – the increase in the volume and intensity of cross-border transactions.*

In *The Economic Dimensions of Globalization* Dilip Das breaks down economic globalization into three distinct eras. First is the pre-modern era covering the period from the first half of the last millennium to the onset of the industrial revolution which was characterized by the expansion of trade in commodities but very little capital flow. Second is the modern era covering the period of the industrial revolution through World War II. This period is unique in that it demonstrated both the rise and fall of economic globalization. From approximately 1820 until the end of the 19th century “the rate of growth of world trade accelerated to 3.5 percent and remained high until the end of the nineteenth century” and “global exports as a proportion to global GDP increased from 4 percent to 8 percent between 1870 and 1914.” The rise, however, was short lived and came crashing down with the onset of World War I resulting in a period of disintegrated global economies until the conclusion of World War II. Following the end of World War II the free world’s leaders and policy makers became convinced that the way to avoid the repetition of the events of 1914 – 1945 was to “cooperate and collaborate in economic, financial and political spheres.” The return to an interconnected international environment marked the beginning of the third period of globalization - the contemporary era -
which continues into the present. The contemporary era has two significant developments which differentiate it from the pre-modern and modern eras of globalization. First, from approximately 1980 to the present, globalization has moved with an unprecedented level of speed and penetration. Second, economic globalization has shifted increasingly from trade in commodities to transnational financial transactions and capital flow, leading to a deeper interdependency between states.

As economic globalization continues to shrink the world at an unprecedented pace and with unprecedented penetration, the result is a world that is not only interconnected but also interdependent. Economic interdependence in the forms of commercial trade, finance, and foreign domestic investment boosts global economic vitality for those “in the game” but may also diminish a state’s maneuvering room during crises. States that embark upon unilateral actions without due consideration for second and third order effects may hurt themselves as well as their adversary. The National Intelligence Council’s 2025 Global Trends Report assesses that the globalization trend is likely to continue and will result in a shift in the international system from a unipolar to multipolar world. This shift from a United States dominated unipolar world to one of multi-polarity may set off alarm bells for those who see the world through a realist lens, but that need not be the case. The United States is still the world’s leading economic and military power and will continue to be so for the foreseeable future. However, the rise of additional economic poles in the international system changes the consequence calculus for unilateral hegemonic action and will place new limits on the freedom of maneuver that the United States has enjoyed since the end of the Cold War. Imprudent unilateral action could lead to destructive competition that diminishes the nation’s economic vitality which in turn would raise significant national security concerns.
Economic Vitality and National Security

At the center of our efforts is a commitment to renew our economy which serves as the wellspring of American power.\(^\text{13}\)

The positive correlation between a nation’s economic vitality and its ability to protect itself and its interests enjoys almost universal acceptance. At the basic level of national existence the discussion reduces to one question, “Can a state defend itself from the aggression of another?” This question of security is classically examined in light of military power which is a product of economic strength and political will necessary to maintain a standing armed force. As John Mearsheimer notes “Wealth is important because a state cannot build a powerful military if it does not have the money and technology to equip, train, and continually modernize its fighting forces.”\(^\text{14}\) Although Mearsheimer is defining power from a realist perspective that places primacy on a nation’s military power, one can easily extrapolate his logic to the other instruments of national power. For example, without wealth a nation does not have the means to develop or acquire technologies and resources to combat cyber warfare in the information age. Additionally an economically weak state will not be able to influence other states or promote its values or system of governance through foreign economic assistance. Thus, one can see how Mearsheimer’s conclusion also applies to the diplomatic, informational and economic instruments of national power. Economic strength is a necessary condition to generate and sustain national power. A careful reading of President Obama’s statement “At the center of our efforts is a commitment to renew our economy which serves as the wellspring of American power”\(^\text{15}\) reveals two significant implications for national security. First, the United States economy is in need of renewal. Second, and more importantly, failure to reinvigorate the economy will lead to a decline in power and influence in the international environment.

The lagging economy is the United States’ most significant national security concern.
Faced with a staggering 15 trillion dollar national debt, an 8.6 percent unemployment rate, and a meager 1.6 percent growth in gross domestic product for 2011, the Obama administration must take immediate steps to reinvigorate the nation’s economy. Raising additional revenue combined with significant budget cuts can help to reduce the overall debt, but is unlikely to redress the more consequential situation of a high unemployment rate and lack of economic growth. Job creation and economic growth relies upon consumer markets in which to sell goods and services and investment capital to establish or grow private enterprise. In a globalized world, that means looking beyond the nation’s borders for new markets, increasing market share in existing markets, and encouraging foreign direct investment. “For a century and a half, investors have flocked to the United States because of the vibrancy and stability of our economy.”16 The current economic conditions notwithstanding, the United States is still an attractive investment option. To whom will the United States look to increase trade and/or open the investment door? Is China, the country on track to become the second largest economy in the world, an acceptable partner?

**The China Question**

*The international system – as constructed following the Second World War – will be almost unrecognizable by 2025 owing to the rise of emerging powers, a globalizing economy, (and) an historic transfer of relative wealth and economic power from West to East. **17*

The National Intelligence Council predicts that “by 2025 the international system will be a global multi-polar one with gaps in national power continuing to narrow between developed and developing countries.”18 Of particular importance is the Council’s assessment that “China is poised to have more impact on the world over the next 20 years than any other country (and) if current trends persist, by 2025 China will have the world’s second largest economy.”19 China is
the primary country of consequence for United States national security. China’s rise as an economic power, and the attendant rise in China’s latent military power, demands attention.\textsuperscript{20} The numbers speak for themselves:

1) With $3.2 trillion, China has the largest foreign exchange reserve in the world.\textsuperscript{21}

2) With $1.15 trillion in US securities, China is the United States’ largest foreign investor.\textsuperscript{22}

3) China may have upwards of $3 trillion, $300 billion annually, available for international investment over the next ten years.\textsuperscript{23} To put that into perspective, China’s foreign direct investment in the United States between 2003-2010 was a modest $11.7 billion, however that investment pushed capital into 35 of the 50 states.\textsuperscript{24}

China’s economic rise need not necessarily lead to power politics and military and economic confrontation. China will not be a peer military competitor for the foreseeable future. This provides the United States a window of opportunity to develop a cooperative vice competitive relationship. Furthering economic interdependence between China and the United States may produce a partnership strong enough to withstand the inevitable disagreements that will arise between the two nations and serve as a disincentive to adopt confrontational courses of action. The overriding question is whether the United States can help China integrate into the global economic order without creating unnecessary tensions. Based upon the progress China has made over the past thirty years assimilating into the global market economy and the international financial sector, there is reason to be optimistic. China’s membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and her agreement to abide by the rules and norms established by the WTO, demonstrates China’s willingness to abide by international rules and norms. That is not to say that China’s inclusion into the global free market has been free of objections. There are
significant concerns with China’s refusal to float her currency and failure to respect intellectual property. However, attempting to slow down China’s economic rise to address these and other issues, short of military intervention, is nearly impossible. Moreover, any coercive military posturing will have deleterious effects. “Our economic recovery at home will depend on exports and the ability of American firms to tap into the vast and growing consumer base of Asia.”

With a population of 3 billion, China is the largest potential consumer base into which American firms can tap. Consequently, military or economic confrontation between the United States and China could close the very lucrative market the United States is trying to open.

Gaining market share in China’s domestic market is one side of economic integration, garnering foreign direct investment to help grow gross domestic product is the other. While Americans in general are supportive of opening Chinese markets and the inflow of foreign capital, there is an almost palpable wariness of increasing Chinese ownership of companies within the United States. Much of that concern stems from differing values, norms and governance between the two nations as well as the concern that “China might buy military-enhancing technologies that could augment its military threat to the United States, deny the United States critical production capacity, or use domestic operations in the U.S. home market to spy or plan sabotage.”

Regarding the first objection, the United States must allow the liberal process to run its course. As mentioned earlier, China’s acceptance of the WTO’s rules and norms is indicative of the government’s willingness to change its business practices to ensure China’s participation in the global economy. Additionally, “Chinese values are changing dramatically, too – not necessarily in the direction of perfect harmony with American culture, but at least in a more liberal way.”

This development is in line with classical liberal thought which theorizes that
economic prosperity gives rise to an educated middle class which over time drives changes in social consciousness. The important principle to understand is that a nation’s turn to liberal values and norms does not happen overnight. Thus the United States should not establish Chinese adoption of American values as a precondition for allowing foreign direct investment.

The second group of concerns – China acquiring American military technology, denying access to critical manufacturing capability, and enabling espionage or sabotage – has been around for many years “and yet America has – through thoughtful screening procedures and sound policy regimes – managed to allay those legitimate national security concerns without closing American doors to foreign investment.”31 The United States has a robust process for screening potential foreign investors and, ideological differences notwithstanding, the United States policy towards China should be treated in the same manner as any other potential foreign investment

Overall China is on the right path and the United States should not be wary of her economic rise. Contrary rhetoric notwithstanding, the current level of financial interdependence between the two countries, developed over the past decades, has served, and will continue to serve, as a strong disincentive to open conflict. Although there is significant angst within the American public and government about increasing economic partnership with China, one need only look to the influx of Japanese investment in the United States in the 1980s to comprehend the overwhelmingly positive impact properly vetted foreign investment has on the American economy. “Japan’s first investments in the United States in the 1980s were almost as controversial as China’s, but in the following years, U.S. affiliates of Japanese companies invested hundreds of billions of dollars in the United States, and today employ nearly 700,000 Americans.”32 As Secretary of State Clinton noted, “A thriving America is good for China and a
thriving China is good for America.” Any action from either side that threatens the economic vitality of the other will have significant negative repercussions. What, then, should the United States’ approach be towards China?

A Liberal Approach to US – China Relations

If one accepts the proposition that what is good for America is good for China and vice versa – a positive sum outcome – what approach should the United States pursue vis a vis China? The clearly defendable strategic route rests in liberal internationalism. Unlike the realist approach which interprets national developments in terms of competitive balance of power shifts, liberal internationalism provides the framework for cooperation and partnership. Rooted in the belief that a growing social consciousness recognizes the positive sum end achieved through cooperation and subscription to global governance, liberal internationalism promotes the development of free market economies, the participation in and reliance upon multilateral organizations to establish rules and norms, and the development of democratic governance. To ensure a peaceful and mutually beneficial rise of Chinese economic power and political influence regionally and globally, the United States should build upon common national interests and develop a coherent liberal strategy. The 2010 National Security Strategy outlines four enduring United States interests:

1) The security of the United States, its citizens, and U.S. allies and partners
2) A strong, innovative, and growing economy in an open international economic system that promotes opportunity and prosperity
3) Respect for universal values at home and around the world
4) An international order advanced by U.S. leadership that promotes peace, security, and opportunity through stronger cooperation to meet global challenges

One could replace U.S. with China and see that the American national interests are in line with
Chinese national interests. China too is concerned about the physical security of its nation, citizens and allies. China too is committed to a growing economy in an open international system. The term “universal” is subject to debate, but China would also agree to “respect for universal values at home and around the world” provided they are universally accepted and not just a United States interpretation of a universal value. Admittedly there are friction points between the eastern and western value structure, however, China’s support of United Nations Security Council Resolutions 1674 calling for the protection of civilians during times of conflict shows a willingness to support international norms when legitimized by a multilateral organization. Finally, China would subscribe to an international order in which Chinese leadership plays a role in meeting regional and global challenges. Thus the United States has much in common with China on which to build a solid partnership. Both nations acknowledge the need to provide for territorial security, the need to have an economic system open to the international community, respect for universal values, and a peaceful international order. The challenge will be to develop a cooperative relationship that leverages commonalities while working through differences through regional and global multilateral organizations.

As the global economic and military leader, the United States must take an active role in shaping China’s inclusion into the international system through existing multilateral regional and global institutions. “There is a demand from the region that America play an active role in the agenda-setting…and it is in our interests as well that they (regional multilateral organizations) be effective and responsive.”35 This demand is an open invitation for the United States to balance America’s national interests with China’s national interests by developing “policies that maintain and reinforce multilateral economic institutions aimed at growing the global economy.”36 In playing that active role, America must act with restraint and mutual respect. Policy makers must
understand that short of military intervention the United States does not have a viable option to prevent China’s economic growth. Thus, the United States cannot unilaterally impose demands or constraints upon China and any policy proposition must demonstrate the potential to produce a positive sum result.

The third facet of liberalism is the promotion of democratic governance. Liberal theory proposes that economic development leads to modernization, a rise in the middle class and an increasing social consciousness that leads to the adoption of liberal democratic values and principles, ultimately leading to democratic governance. Inherent in liberal theory is a developmental timeline, thus American policy makers must temper expectations with the understanding that true reform takes time. The point here is that although the ultimate goal is democratic governance, it takes time to develop the social consciousness required to ensure a bottom up, vice a top down or external, transformation. America’s best approach to promoting democracy is to not force change from the outside. Rather America must be the “City on the Hill” example and ensure that our actions are consonant with our liberal democratic values. When we act contrary to the proclaimed values, we run the risk of alienating the very societies and governments that we’re trying to attract.

Managing China’s rise is a complex task requiring participation from global and regional stakeholders. As demonstrated in the previous sections, because of the interdependent relationship between the United States and China, the prudent way forward is through cooperation, and more specifically through economic statecraft. Joining China to the United States economically is mutually beneficial and opens the doors for future diplomatic discourse and the sharing of American values. The overall success of this approach rests with China. Will she accept her role and the responsibilities that come with being a regional power and a major
global actor? Will China work in concert with regional and global actors or will she use her military strength to expand her influence? The United States’ partners in Southeast Asia are understandably wary of China’s significant current military strength and China’s growing latent military power. Thus, it is incumbent upon the United States to assure its partners that they will not be abandoned should China act aggressively. The challenge is for the United States to ensure that this strong resolve to support her allies is not interpreted by China as hostile US intentions. Continued US military presence is still necessary to maintain peace in the region, but the United States must not wield that presence in a coercive manner. Coercive posturing will lead to defensive rather than cooperative positions and runs the risk of alienating the nation that will have increasing influence in the international environment, and from whom the United States can receive a jump start to its lagging economy. History will judge how peaceful China’s rise will be, but from the United States’ perspective, there is enough evidence to move forward together to “identify and expand areas of common interest, to work with China to build mutual trust, and to encourage China’s active efforts in global problem-solving.”37 As Thomas Barnett notes “A smart America co-opts China’s rise just as Britain shaped (America’s) a century ago…we should steer (China’s) rise to suit (America’s) strategic purposes. And what China must do is what America did back then: build its military and rebrand it as a force for global security.”38

**Extrapolating the China Model**

Globalization and the shift of the international system from uni-polarity to multi-polarity is not a cause for alarm. These changes present the United States with an opportunity to reinforce the benefits of free market economies, provide global governance through strengthened multilateral organizations designed to establish international rules and norms, and to spread liberal democratic values. However, because of declining resources, America cannot be all
things to all nations, and thus her liberal grand strategy must be tempered by restraint; restraint in action to ensure that we do not tarnish the nation’s reputation and position in the world, restraint in our response to the inevitable rise of new economic powers, restraint to ensure genuine consideration for other nations’ cultural values and national security concerns, and restraint to ensure we do not allow our adversaries to lure us into “sap(ping) our strength by overextending our power.”39 While some bemoan the constraining force the rise of additional poles introduce, if the nation acts in accordance with America’s core values, policy makers need not avoid the concept of restraint. The time is ripe for the Obama administration to embrace its role as a world leader and bring the United States’ grand strategy in line with the liberal democratic values the nation espouses.

**International Organizations and Sovereignty:**

> States must be prepared to cede some sovereignty to world bodies if the international system is to function.40

A central tenet of liberal internationalism is the ordering of inter-state activities via multilateral organizations. Although not reaching the level of a global government, the establishment of international organizations implies supra-state governance and consequently the ceding of individual state rights to agreed-upon rules and norms. This results in a tension between state sovereignty and participating in a common good. As relative economic power shifts to accommodate emerging nations, how should the United States reorder the international system? The shift in the international system is primarily economically based, not militarily based. Logically then the United States should maintain primacy over the rules and norms governing the use of military power. However, with regards to the economic dimension of power, sound global leadership demands that the United States share that power cooperatively with the rising economic powers. “In areas where economic interdependence generates
incentives for states to coordinate and harmonize their policies, rule-based order should increase.”41 Thus the Obama administration must be willing to give up some level of control and work alongside the other major economic powers to establish mutually beneficial rules and norms. “The goal should be to redefine sovereignty for the era of globalisation, to find a balance between a world of fully sovereign states and an international system of either world government or anarchy.”42 This is a significant departure from the previous hegemonic liberal order, but as the global environment changes, the United States leadership approach must adapt to fit the new situation.

**Conclusion**

*The dogmas of the quiet past, are inadequate to the stormy present. The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew and act anew.*

*President Abraham Lincoln*  
*Annual message to Congress*  
*December 1, 1862*

Globalization has changed the international landscape. The world is undeniably transitioning from uni-polarity to multi-polarity. The great power politics of the previous century must give way to a new paradigm of cooperation vice competition. America’s unilateral interventionist strategy of the last decade must give way to global governance through multilateral organizations. China is a rising power that, short of military intervention, cannot be denied its place on the world stage. Even if China’s growth could be slowed down or stopped, it is inadvisable to do so. With the United States economy barely limping along, alienating the nation that provides the greatest potential for consumer markets and foreign direct investment could lead to a further erosion of the American economic vitality. More importantly as economic influence goes, so too goes military and diplomatic influence. Admittedly it is not
immediate, but sustained economic stagnation will ultimately result in diminished national power. The United States should, therefore, work to further its economic partnership with China with the same vigor that it has pursued coercive democratization in Iraq and Afghanistan over the past decade. Moreover, the United States should use the China approach as a model for grand strategy writ large. It is time for United States to act upon the liberal ideology it has espoused for the past sixty years. China is not the only emerging power, and as the global economic and military leader the United States must play the central role in ensuring a peaceful transition to a multipolar world order. Globalization has created a world unseen in two generations.43 Strategists and policy makers must think and act anew as the world forges ahead into the new world order.
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